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iPhone Patent, Apple Computer

Questions:
1. What is the purpose of this invention?

2. What were the effects of this invention (consider both positive and negative)?

3. If patents did not exist, what are some modifications a new inventor might make to this invention?
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Kinetoscope Patent Application

The Kinetoscope is an early motion picture exhibition device. The Kinetoscope was designed 
for films to be viewed by one individual at a time through a peephole viewer window at the 
top of the device. The Kinetoscope was not a movie projector but introduced the basic 
approach that would become the standard for all cinematic projection before the advent 
of video. It created the illusion of movement by conveying a strip of perforated film bearing 
sequential images over a light source with a high-speed shutter.

Questions:
1. What is the purpose of this invention?

2. What positive effects has this invention had?

3. If patents did not exist what are some modifications a new inventor might make to  
this invention?
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Duryea Motor Wagon Patent Application

The Duryea Motor Wagon was among the first standardized automobiles and among the 
first powered by gasoline. Fifteen examples were built by the Duryea Motor Wagon Company 
of Chicopee, Massachusetts, between 1893 and 1896. Their enterprise followed the first 
commercially available automobile, which was patented by Karl Benz on January 29, 1886, 
and put into production in 1888. 
 
To construct the first Duryea Motor Wagon, the brothers had purchased a used horse-drawn 
buggy for $70 and then installed a 4 HP single-cylinder gasoline engine. The car had a friction 
transmission, spray carburetor, and low-tension ignition. It was road-tested again on 10 
November, 1896, when the newspaper The Springfield Republican made the announcement. 
 
The Duryea brothers entered their horseless carriage in many shows and races. The Duryea 
Motor Wagon carriage won first prize in the first American automobile race, the Times-
Herald Race, a 54-mile course, in 1896. The Duryeas also won first and second place in the 
Cosmopolitan Race on Decoration Day, 1896 in New York City. On November 14, 1896, they 
joined the Procession/Race from London to Brighton, England.

Questions:
1. What is the purpose of this invention?

2. What positive effects has this invention had?

3. If patents did not exist what are some modifications a new inventor might make to  
this invention?
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The Wright Flying Machine Patent Application

Between 1899 and 1905, the Wright brothers conducted a program of aeronautical research 
and experimentation that led to the first successful powered airplane in 1903 and a refined, 
practical flying machine two years later. All successful airplanes since then have incorporated 
the basic design elements of the 1903 Wright Flyer. 
 
The genius of Wilbur and Orville lay not only in the singular act of getting a flying machine into 
the air, but also in the approach they evolved and employed to create the technology of flight. 
Their method of evaluating data gathered by testing an aircraft in flight, then refining the design 
based on those results, remains an essential tool in aerospace research and development.

Questions:
1. What is the purpose of this invention?

2. What positive effects has this invention had?

3. If patents did not exist what are some modifications a new inventor might make to  
this invention?
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Telephone Patent Application

The telephone, or phone, is a telecommunications device that permits two or more users to 
conduct a conversation when they are too far apart to be heard directly. A telephone converts 
sound, typically and most efficiently, the human voice, into electronic signals suitable for 
transmission via cables or other transmission media over long distances, and replays such 
signals simultaneously in audible form to its user. 
 
In 1876, Alexander Graham Bell was the first to be granted a United States patent for a 
device that produced clearly intelligible replication of the human voice. This instrument was 
further developed by many others. The telephone was the first device in history that enabled 
people to talk directly with each other across large distances. Telephones rapidly became 
indispensable to businesses, government, and households, and are today some of the most 
widely used small appliances.

Questions:
1. What is the purpose of this invention?

2. What were the effects of this invention (consider both positive and negative)?

3. If patents did not exist, what are some modifications a new inventor might make to this invention?
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Electric Lamp Patent Application

Before the invention of the electric lightbulb, homes were lit by candle, kerosene-oil lamp,  
or gaslight. All flickered, were fire hazards, and all emitted smoke and heat. Other inventors  
of the day were experimenting with a glass globe that, if emptied of air, could contain a light 
that would not burn out. However, no one could find a suitable filament, or wire. The filament 
creates light when an electric current passes through it, but it must neither burn out quickly 
nor melt. Edison solved this problem by using carbonized cotton.

Questions:
1. What is the purpose of this invention?

2. What were the effects of this invention (consider both positive and negative)?

3. If patents did not exist, what are some modifications a new inventor might make to this invention?
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